Abstract-Wirelength is one of the most important metrics in the placement problem. Minimizing wirelength is not only beneficial, but also a fundamental step to optimize other metrics, such as timing, power, and routability. In this paper, we propose a high performance mixed-size wirelengh-driven placer called POLAR. POLAR is based on the recent popular look-ahead legalization idea. The goals of our look-ahead legalization are: 1) to achieve a roughly legalized placement and 2) to maintain cells' relative positions of quadratic placement while minimizing cell movements. To achieve these goals, in POLAR, look-ahead legalization is realized in a simple and elegant manner. Firstly, all placement density hotspots (where placement overflow occurs) are detected. Secondly, for each hotspot, an appropriate window is searched to cover it by enumerating many feasible candidates. 
I. INTRODUCTION

P
LACEMENT is one of the most fundamental problems in electronic design automation. Although it has been extensively studied and its solution quality has been improved significantly during the last decade, a high performance placer is still in urgent need to catch up with the continual increase of design scale. Besides, considering varieties of new constraints and objectives introduced due to technology scaling, Alpert et al. [1] indicated that placement is still a "hot topic."
There are many metrics in placement optimization. Wirelength is one of the most important metrics, since minimizing wirelength is not only a beneficial but also fundamental step to optimize other metrics, such as timing, power, and routability. Therefore, Markov et al. [2] pointed out that designing more efficient wirelength-driven placer is the key step to conquer new emerging challenges in placement problem.
To solve placement problem, analytical approach defines a suitable analytical cost function and minimizes the cost function through numerical optimization methods. It is considered the most promising technique. Depending on the cost function, analytical placers can be subdivided into the following two categories: 1) nonlinear placer and 2) quadratic placer.
Nonlinear placer approximates half perimeter wirelength (HPWL) by a nonlinear cost function, e.g., log-sum-exp function [3] . And the placement density constraints are smoothed by differentiable nonlinear function, e.g., bell-shaped function [3] and inverse Laplace transformation [4] . Because solving nonlinear programming is time consuming, nonlinear placers usually apply a multilevel approach [5] , [6] to reduce runtime. Examples of nonlinear placers are APlace [7] , mPL [4] , and NTUPlace [8] .
Different from nonlinear placer, quadratic placer approximates HPWL by a convex quadratic function, which is also called quadratic wirelength. Quadratic wirelength can be efficiently minimized by solving linear equations. However, minimizing just quadratic wirelength would lead to considerable cell overlapping. Therefore, many techniques have been proposed to spread out cells while maintaining quadratic nature of optimization.
Among cell spreading techniques for quadratic placer, iterative force-directed approach is the most promising one due to its low runtime and good placement quality. It interprets placement problem as a classical mechanics problem of finding equilibrium configuration for a spring system. In each placement iteration, the equilibrium state of the corresponding spring system is achieved by minimizing the quadratic wirelength. Then a cell spreading technique is applied to generate anchors for movable cells. Based on these anchors, additional spreading forces are added into spring system. This process gradually spreads out cells until the cell distribution is almost even and the wirelength is not improved any more. Examples of quadratic placers which apply force-directed approach are Kraftwerk2 [9] , DPlace [10] , mFAR [11] , FastPlace [12] , RQL [13] , SimPL [14] , ComPLx [15] , and MAPLE [16] .
The main difference among different force-directed quadratic placers is how they spread out movable cells to generate their anchors. Kraftwerk2 [9] and DPlace [10] are based on density gradient. Kraftwerk2 utilizes a Poisson potential by a generic supply and demand system, while DPlace models the diffusion process by solving a differential equation relating to cell density. mFAR [11] achieves the spreading forces by moving cells from those bins with overflow to those without. FastPlace [12] and RQL [13] move the cells from high density bins to the low density adjacent bins by cell shifting. Recently, SimPL [14] proposed a new cell spreading technique called look-ahead legalization. The key idea of look-ahead legalization is that almost legal placement is used to guide the anchor generation. Many placers [14] - [18] adopt this idea and produce high quality placements. In SimPL [14] , the look-ahead legalization is implemented by top-down geometric partitioning and nonlinear scaling. In ComPLx [15] , the entire placement process is modeled by subgradient primal-dual Lagrange optimization, whereas look-ahead legalization is modeled by a feasibility projection. In MAPLE [16] , the look-ahead legalization of SimPL is combined with multilevel clustering [5] and improvement of iterative local refinement [12] . Besides, both SimPLR [17] and Ripple [18] extend SimPL to handle routing congestion.
In this paper, we propose a new force-directed quadratic placer called POLAR. POLAR also adopts the look-ahead legalization idea and the look-ahead legalization is realized in a simple and elegant manner. We notice that while the placement solution by quadratic-based wirelength minimization may have considerable overlaps, the relative positions of cells can be trusted in producing a legal placement with good wirelength. Hence, during look-ahead legalization, our goal is to maintain relative positions of cells as best as we can while minimizing cell movements. To achieve this goal, firstly, all placement density hotspots are detected. Secondly, for each hotspot, an appropriate window (which is also called expansion region) is searched to cover it by enumerating many feasible candidates. Finally, cell-to-bin assignment is performed within each window by a fast recursive bisection method and then cells within each bin are spread out.
Comparing with other SimPL-like placers (which adopt look-ahead legalization such as [14] - [16] ), there are two main differences in POLARs look-ahead legalization approach. The first one is how to find window for placement density hotspot. POLAR enumerates many feasible windows in order to maintain quadratic placement maximally. The second one is how to perform cell spreading in each window. POLAR formulates this step into cell-to-bin assignment so that it can have better control on the placement density of each bin. The experimental results over ISPD 2005 and 2006 benchmarks show that POLAR outperforms other SimPL-like wirelength-driven placers. Besides, POLARs look-ahead legalization approach can be easily extended to consider routing congestion in [19] , which outperforms all the other academic routability-driven placers both on runtime and quality over ICCAD 2012 routability-driven placement contest benchmarks [20] so far.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the preliminary. Section III elaborates the POLARs algorithm. Section IV shows the experimental results. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section V. (1)
A. Quadratic Optimization
Assuming that all the nets only connect two different cells in the circuit. For any net, as shown in (1), the HPWL is given by Manhattan distance between the two connected cells. In quadratic placer, the Manhattan distance is approximated by squared Euclidean distance of the two connected cells, so the cost function φ of global placement can be defined in
where the connection matrices Q x and Q y are both sparse symmetric positive definite. Minimizing φ is equal to solving the linear system in
In POLAR, preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method with incomplete Cholesky decomposition [21] is used to solve (3).
B. Bound-to-Bound Net Model
In real circuit, lots of nets have more than two pins. To get the quadratic cost function (2), every multipin net should be decomposed into a set of 2-pin nets by a net model, e.g., clique model [22] , hybrid model [23] , or Bound-to-Bound (B2B) model [9] . The net model determines the connection matrices Q x and Q y , which have big impact on the runtime and placement quality of quadratic placer. Therefore, it is important to choose suitable net model. In POLAR, we use B2B net model, which has been shown to both accurate and efficient in practice.
The B2B net model is based on the idea of removing all inner two-pin connections and utilizing only connections to the boundary pins. With this, the boundary pins span the net, and the property of the HPWL being the distance between the boundary pins is emulated. In x-direction, the two-pin connection weight w x p,q of B2B net model is determined in Formula (4) [9] . In y-direction, the weight is calculated in the similar way with x-direction. B2B net model should be updated once cells' positions are changed in each global placement iteration. Fig. 1 gives an example of B2B net model (4) where P is the number of pins in the net. [9] . In this example, there are four pins in the given net. The leftmost pin is x 1 and the rightmost pin is x 4 . So, the quadratic wirelength of this net in 4 , and w x 2,4 = 1/2L 5 . Fig. 2 . Example of the fixed-point technique [11] . In this example, the objective function is formulated as a quadratic penalty function:
where ρ is the weight of pseudo net. In POLAR, the weight of all pseudo nets are the same. This penalty function is added to (2).
It is proved that (2) based on B2B net model is completely equal to (1) if the positions of cells are finally converged using B2B net model in [9] .
C. Spreading Force Realization
To reduce cell overlapping, spreading forces are added to guide cells toward their anchors (some papers also call them target positions). Hu et al. [11] proposed a simple way (which is called fixed-point technique) to add spreading force by pseudo net connecting cell's original position to its anchor, as shown in Fig. 2 . Then the connection matrices Q x and Q y are updated and linear system (3) is solved again. In POLAR, we also use the fixed-point technique.
III. POLARS ALGORITHM
A. Algorithm Outline
As shown in Fig. 3 , POLAR is composed of three stages: initial placement, density-driven placement and post-global placement.
In the initial placement stage, a good wirelength-driven seed placement without considering cell overlapping is generated. Firstly, the hybrid net model [23] is responsible to the initial connection matrices, and linear system (3) is solved by PCG to get the initial placement. Next, the B2B net model updates the connection matrices to further optimize the wirelength iteration by iteration. Usually, three iterations are enough.
In the density-driven placement stage, POLAR adopts the iterative look-ahead legalization framework [14] . In each iteration, the look-ahead legalization is used to generate upper bound wirelength, and the quadratic wirelength achieved by solving linear system (3) is considered as lower bound wirelength. 1 To realize look-ahead legalization, firstly, all placement density hotspots are detected. Secondly, for each hotspot, a minimal window is searched to cover it by enumerating the feasible candidates. Finally, the movable cells are evenly assigned to each bin within the window by a recursive bisection method and then the cells within each bin are spread out. After look-ahead legalization is finished, the cells' new positions are used as anchors to generate spreading forces and the connection matrices Q x and Q y are also updated based on anchors' positions by B2B net model [9] . The densitydriven placement runs iteratively until it satisfies the convergence condition, which is defined as that the gap between lower bound wirelength and upper bound wirelength is less than 8%.
Finally, in the post-global placement stage, look-ahead legalization is applied once more. And then legalization and detailed placement are performed by FastDP [24] (using the same setting as [24] 's) to get a legal placement.
B. Placement Density Estimation
One of the goals of look-ahead legalization is to achieve a roughly legalized placement. To evaluate whether a placement is roughly legalized, a method to estimate placement density is necessary.
A popular and widely used approach is to split the placement region into a set of p × q uniform bins denoted by
To simplify placement density estimation, we define the following concepts.
Definition 1: For any movable cell v i , if its geometric center is located in bin b x,y , we say that v i is belonged to b x,y . And the placement density of bin, d i,j , is defined as (5), where o i,j and a i,j are the total area of movable cells belonged to b i,j and the available area of b i,j , respectively. For mixed-size placement problem, a i,j can be calculated offline, while o i,j should be calculated online
Definition 2: A bin b i,j is considered density overflow if the following condition (6) is satisfied:
where λ is set to 1.05 in POLAR and θ is the density target of the circuit. Otherwise, we call bin b i,j underflow. The size of bin is determined as follows. Suppose the average area of standard cell is area and the expected number of standard cells in a bin is n, then the bin is a square whose width (height) is calculated by (7) . In POLAR, the default value of n is 30, and the bin size is fixed during the global placement
C. Hotspot Detection
The first step of look-ahead legalization is to recognize placement density hotspots. Similar to SimPL [14] , the placement density hotspot is defined as a cluster of overflow bins. Its formal definition is given as follows.
Definition 3: The grid graph for the uniform bin grid is the graph in which: 1) each bin represents a vertex and 2) two vertices are joined by a graph edge if and only if the two bins for those vertices are directly adjacent, either horizontally or vertically. That is, referring to a bin by its (row, column) coordinates in the uniform bin grid, bins (i, j) and (k, l) are adjacent if and only if |k − i| + |l − j| = 1.
Definition 4: A placement density hotspot is a spatially contiguous collection of overflow bins, i.e., a connected subgraph of overflow bins in the grid graph. A hotspot is also called a "clump." For any pair of bins in the clump, there is a path in the grid graph connecting them. The edges of the path can only be vertical or horizontal, and this path cannot go through the bins outside of the clump. Fig. 4 (a) gives an example of placement density hotspots. The shadowed bins are overflow, so there are three placement density hotspots according to our definitions.
The algorithm of hotspot detection is presented in Algorithm 1. Breadth first search (BFS) is used to traverse all overflow bins. Once the number of overflow bins in currently constructing density hotspot exceeds 3, a new overflow bin is set as a new start for BFS, the reason is explained in Section III-D. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(pq), since each bin is visited at most twice. 
Algorithm 1 Placement Density Hotspot Detection
Require: The density of bins are already calculated. The bin grid is p × q. The number of bins in each hotspot is constricted to 3. Ensure: The set of placement density hotspots, denoted by .
1:
for j = 1 → q do 3: visited
end for 5: end for 6: for i = 1 → p do 7: for j = 1 → q do 8: if
continue; 10: end if 11 :
Initialize an empty queue Q; push bin b i,j into Q; 13: while Q = ∅ do 14: pop a bin b x,y from Q; 15: for each b x,y 's adjacent bin b x1,y1 do 16 :
if count > 3 then 18: = ∪ {H}; break; 19: end if 20 :
visited[x 1 ][y 1 ] = 1; push b x 1 ,y 1 into Q; 22: end if 23: end for 24: end while 25: end for 26 : end for
D. Window Enumeration
To spread out the cells in placement density hotspot, we define window as follows.
Definition 5: The window of a hotspot is a set of bins which completely cover the hotspot and has enough available space to accommodate the movable cells within it while satisfying the density constraints.
As shown in Fig. 4(b) , the three placement density hotspots in Fig. 4(a) are fully covered by three windows, respectively. Therefore, if the cells are evenly distributed within all those windows, a roughly legalized placement is expected.
As mentioned before, one goal of look-ahead legalization is to maintain the cells' relative positions of quadratic placement while minimizing the cell movements. Generally speaking, for any placement density hotspot, smaller window means less cell movements so it is preferred. To avoid unnecessarily big window for ill-shaped hotspot, we simply constrict the number of overflow bins in each placement density hotspot, as shown in Algorithm 1. As shown in Fig. 5 , if the number of overflow bins in each hotspot is constricted to 3, the ill-shaped hotspot is decomposed into three smaller ones. For any placement density hotspot, there are many candidates of window. According to the definition of window, the number of candidates is O(p 2 q 2 ). Enumerating all of the candidates is time consuming. To trade off runtime and quality, we define τ -enumerated window and the minimal τ -enumerated window is chosen to spread out placement density hotspot.
Definition 6: For any placement density hotspot, a τ -enumerated window is a rectangular set of bins, whose geometric center is also the gravity center of corresponding placement density hotspot. Besides, its aspect ratio is within the range [(1/τ ), τ ].
To calculate the geometric center of window and gravity center of placement density hotspot, we use the bin coordinate system. A rectangular-shaped window can be represented by a quadruple (l x , l y , u x , u y ), where (l x , l y ) is the coordinate of its lower-left bin, and (u x , u y ) is the coordinate of its upper-right bin. Its geometric center is defined as
For instance, as shown in Fig. 6 , the red rectangular-shaped window is represented by quadruple (1, 2, 3, 4) , and its geometric center is (2, 3). The corresponding placement density hotspot is composed of three overflow bins, the total area of movable cells belonged to those bins are 10, 5, and 2, respectively, its gravity center is (2, 3) according to (8) and (9) . Therefore, the red rectangular-shaped window in Fig. 6(a) is a τ -enumerated window, whose aspect ratio τ is equal to 1, while the red rectangular-shaped window in Fig. 6(b) is not a valid τ -enumerated window, since its geometry center is not the same as the gravity center of the density hotspot. Note that, by only enumerating τ -enumerated windows, POLAR would miss some candidates of windows. However, the CPU runtime consumption is reduced significantly. A window whose aspect ratio is either excessively high or excessively low is not beneficial to wirelength. Because the x-direction wirelength would be sacrificed if using excessively low aspect ratio window, while the y-direction wirelength would be sacrificed if using excessively high aspect ratio window. For example, as shown in Fig. 7 , suppose that the total occupied area of each overflow bin is 9 and the total occupied area of underflow bins are all 0. If the available area of each bin is 3 and density target θ is 1, the window in Fig. 7(a) is expected to produce better wirelength than the window in Fig. 7(b) . [The y-direction wirelength of Fig. 7 (b) may be a little better than that of Fig. 7(a) , but the x-direction wirelength of Fig. 7 (b) may be much worse than that of Fig. 7(a) .]
The window enumeration method is presented in Algorithm 2. The initial value of τ is set to 2.5. All the τ -enumerated windows are checked to find the minimal one. If no τ -enumerated window has enough available area to accommodate the cells within it while satisfying the density constraint, the value of τ is gradually increased by 0.5.
Algorithm 2 guarantees to return a window for the given hotspot. Its time complexity is O(τ pq) as line 15 (calculating the space utilization ratio of window) can be computed in constant time by a look-up table method, which we will show next.
In a p × q grid, for any rectangular-shaped window denoted by (0, 0, x, y) whose lower-left bin is (0, 0) and upper-right bin is (x, y), its available area is denoted by z x,y . Then the available area of window (l x , l y , u x , u y ) which is denoted by a_(l x , l y , u x , u y ), can be calculated according to
The same method can be applied to calculate the occupied area of windows. Therefore, if we maintain two 2-D arrays to store available area and occupied area, the space utilization γ of window can be computed in constant time. Besides, this kind of 2-D array can be constructed and updated by dynamic programming based on the following recursive relation: for radius x = 1 → max {g x , p − g x } do 7: for radius y = 1 → max g y , q − g y do 8 :
l y = max 0, g y − radius y ; 10: r x = min {p − 1, g x + radius x }; 11: r y = min q − 1, g y + radius y ; 12: if window l x , l y , r x , r y does not cover H then 13: continue; 14: end if 15: Calculate the space utilization ratio γ = Push window l x , l y , r x , r y into ; 18: break;
19:
end if 20: end for 21: end for 22: if = ∅ then 23: τ + = 0.5;
24:
else 25: found = true; 26: end if 27: end while 28: return the (area) minimal window from ;
Only the look-up table of occupied area should be updated once the placement is changed. Once the cell distribution of a window denoted by (l x , l y , u x , u y ) is changed and the cell distribution outside of this window is untouched, the occupied area of three regions should be updated. They are respectively:
Note that the boundary conditions (e.g., l x = 0 or l y = 0) and update order should be taken care of. The update of look-up table for occupied area is presented in Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 should be invoked each time when a window is roughly legalized.
E. Recursive Bisection-Based Cell Spreading
Once the window for placement density hotspot is determined, the cells (within window) are evenly assigned to each bin (within window) in order to get a roughly legalized placement. During this cell-to-bin assignment, it is almost impossible to maintain the x-and y-directed relative cell positions simultaneously, due to the irregular distribution of placement density. To balance the loss of x and y-directed relative positions, the horizontal and vertical cut are applied alternatively similar to the slicing tree of [25] . When vertical cut is applied, the cells are sorted by their x positions, and the cells on left part are assigned to left child, the other cells are 
end for 6: for j = 1; j < q; + + j do
7:
O 0,j = O 0,j−1 + o 0,j ; 8: end for 9: end if 10: for i = max {l x , 1} ; i <= u x ; + + i do 11: for j = max l y , 1 ; j <= u y ; + + j do 12 :
end for 14: end for 15: for i = max {l x , 1} ; i <= u x ; + + i do 16: for j = u y + 1; j < q; + + j do 17 :
end for 19 : end for 20: for i = max {u x , 1} + 1; i < p; + + i do 21: for j = max l y , 1 ; j <= u y ; + + j do 22 :
end for 24: end for assigned to right child. While the horizontal cut is applied, the cells are sorted by their y positions, and cells on the bottom and top part are respectively assigned to left and right child. We define partition tree as follows.
Definition 7: For each window, its partition tree is a binary tree. Its node can be represented by four fields: 1) a split line; 2) a left child; 3) a right child; and 4) an associated rectangle. Partition tree of a window satisfies the following conditions.
1) The whole window is the associated rectangle of root.
2) For each inner node, the split line should be one of the horizontal/vertical lines that divide the placement region into uniform bins. 3) For each inner node, its associated rectangle is split into two parts by its split line. If its split line is horizontal, the above/below part is associated to its left/right child. Similarly, if its split line is vertical, the left/right part is associated to its left/right child. 4) For each leaf node, its split line is invalid and its associated rectangle is one-to-one mapped to a bin. For each inner node, we try to balance the sizes of associated rectangles of its two children by choosing the split line which is closest to the middle horizontal or vertical line of its associated rectangle. A simple implementation of this cellbin assignment is presented in Algorithm 4. At the beginning, only the root of partition tree is in the queue Q. In each iteration, a tree node is popped from Q and partitioned into two by a horizontal or vertical cut. During the partition, the space utilization ratios of its two children's corresponding rectangles are closed to each other by properly allocating movable cells.
Algorithm 4 Cell-to-Bin Assignment Within Window
Require: The set of cells S and window F l x , l y , r x , r y . Ensure: Each cell is assigned to exactly one bin.
1: respectively get the x and y-directed cell ordering; 2: determine the initial cut type T, it is vertical when r x −l x > r y −l y , otherwise horizontal; 3: create a root node R, push the quadruple (R, F, T, S) into a queue Q; 4: while Q is not empty do 5: pop (R, F, T, S) from Q; 6: partition the window and cell set, the results are (F1, S1) and (F2, S2) , where F = F1 ∪ F2 and S = S1 ∪ S2; 7: create two children C1, C2 for inner node R; 8: change cut type T; 9: if F1 is not a bin and not empty then push (C1, F1, T, S1) into Q 10: end if 11: if F2 is not a bin and not empty then push (C2, F2, T, S2) into Q 12: end if 13 : end while
The Algorithm 4 stops until the queue Q is empty, which means that the partition tree is constructed completely. For example, Fig. 8 is the partition tree for an 3 × 3 grid window.
Comparing with [25] , there are several differences in our recursive bisection approach. Firstly, cut line should be strictly one of the split lines that divide placement region into uniform bins. Secondly, the leaf node should be strictly one-to-one mapped to a bin in order to control the placement density of each bin, which means that partition tree may not be a complete binary tree. Thirdly, the slice tree proposed by Li et al. [25] is used to adjust cut line to handle with routing congestion, while our partition tree is served to achieve roughly legal placement where placement density of each bin is closed to design target.
1) Speedup Technique:
The runtime of Algorithm 4 is dominated by line 6 (partition inner tree node). For each inner tree node, sorting should be performed to partition cells. Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(n log 2 n), where n is the number of cells within window. Next, we will show a clever implementation of Algorithm 4. We can reduce the time complexity to O((p + q)k + n log(pq)) for a p × q grid window, where k is a small constant.
There are two techniques to speedup Algorithm 4. Firstly, cells are not really moved during the construction of partition tree. For each cell, a path from the root to the leaf (the bin to which it is finally assigned) is maintained. So once the partition tree is constructed, each cell could be assigned to a bin by going through its path. For the convenience of computation, a bit sequence is maintained to denote this path. Secondly, the construction of partition tree is strictly level-by-level. To generate a new level of partition tree, the whole sorted cell list of window is just scanned once. Therefore, the total number of sorting is reduced to 2 [14] .
Besides, we can take advantage of that the ranges of x and y coordinates of cells are known when the window is given. If we split every bin into k horizontal or vertical stripes like [14] , the x and y-directed sorting can be done by bucket sort only losing little accuracy. And our experimental results show that the placement quality is not suffered if k is set to a reasonable value, which is 100 in POLAR.
The detail of our speedup technique is presented in Algorithm 5. The inner nodes that have been partitioned are called dead nodes, otherwise live nodes. For each window, at the beginning, there is only one live node. The partition tree is constructed level by level, and a queue Q is used to maintain current live nodes. In each level, the same type of cut line is applied to all the live nodes in lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . For any sub window F l x , l y , u x , u y , it is divided into two subregions L (left subregion by vertical cut l x + u x /2, or bottom subregion by horizontal cut l y + u y /2) and R (right subregion by vertical cut l x + u x /2, or top subregion by vertical cut l y + u y /2). The partition pivot is computed based on
where A L and A R are the available area of L and R, respectively, A M is the total area of moveable cells within F. There is a special case during the partition. If the sub window is a 1 × 2 (2 × 1) grid, the vertical (horizontal) cut line can not be applied apparently, since each leaf of partition tree is one-toone mapped to a bin. Therefore, partition of this sub windows is delayed to the next level where the cut type is changed, we call this situation level delay. An example is illustrated in Fig. 9 . Assuming that the given window F 1 is a 3 × 3 grid, each bin has the same available space. The nine equal sized cells within F 1 are {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C 9 }, the area of each cell is 1. The cells are sorted in ascending order according to their x-and y-coordinates, respectively, the x-directed order is
In the first level, the vertical cut line is applied, according to (12) , the pivot is 3. The cell list is scanned in x-directed order, then C 3 , C 4 , C 1 should be assigned to left sub-window, others should be assigned to right sub-window, the partial path of each cell is updated. In the second level, the horizontal cut line is applied, the partition pivots for F 2 and F 3 are respectively, 1 and 2. Then the cell list is scanned in y-directed order. The first one is C 7 . Its partial path is "1," which means that it should be assigned to F 3 in the last level, and the current pivot of F 3 is 2, so it should be assigned to F 5 and its partial path is "10." The partial paths of other cells are updated similarly. In the third level, the vertical cut line is applied and the cell list is scanned in x-directed order. The first cell is C 3 , its current partial path is "01." Since the associated rectangle of the node to which C 3 is belonged is F 4 , and F 4 a 1 × 2 grid, a level delay happens and we update the partial path of C 3 to "010." The next cell is C 4 . The level delay happens again and its partial path is updated accordingly. The next cell is C 1 and its partial path is "00." Since the associated rectangle of the node to which C 1 is belonged is already a bin, we do not update its partial path. The next cell is C 2 and its partial path is "11." In this case, we fetch the pivot of the node to which it is belonged and this pivot is 2. Therefore, C 2 should be assigned to left child and its partial path is updated to "110." The partial paths of other cells are updated similarly.
For any cell, once we know its path from root to leaf in partition tree, the bin which it is finally assigned to can be determined according to lines 24-32 in Algorithm 5. For example, as shown in Fig. 9 , the path of C 8 is "101" and cur_node in Algorithm 5 is set to root (represented by F 1 ) initially. The first bit of the path is "1," so cur_node is set to F 3 which is the right child of F 1 . The second bit is "0," so cur_node is set to F 5 which is the left child of F 3 . Finally, the last bit is "1," so it should be assigned to bin 6 in Fig. 8 .
We analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 5 as follows. Line 1 needs O((p + q)k + n). The level of partition tree is the same as its height, which is O(log(pq)). In each level, the whole cell list is scanned once by either x-directed
Algorithm 5 Speed Up Technique For Cell-to-Bin Assignment
Require: The set of cells S and window F l x , l y , r x , r y Ensure: Each cell is assigned to exactly one bin.
1: perform x and y-directed cell sorting by bucket sort; 2: determine the initial cut type T, it is vertical when r x −l x > r y −l y , otherwise horizontal; 3: create a root node R, push the (R, F, pivot) into a queue Q; 4: while true do 5: = ∅; stores the next level sub windows 6: if Q is empty then break; all the leaf nodes have been generated 7: end if 8: while Q is not empty do 9: pop (R, F, pivot) from Q; 10: if F is a 1 × 2 (2 × 1) grid && the cut is vertical (horizontal) then 11: = ∪ F; 12: else if F is not bin then 13: partition F into F1 and F2 based on pivot; 14: create two children C1 and C2 for R; 15: calculate the pivot for F1 and F2, denoted by pivot1, pivot2; 16: = ∪ {(C1, F1, pivot1), (C2, F2, pivot2)}; 17: update the bit sequence for each cell; 18: end if 19: end while 20: change the cut type T; 21: push each element of into Q; 22: end while 23: for each cell in S do 24: cur_node : = root of partition tree; 25: for each bit in the bit sequence of the cell do 26: if current bit is 0 then 27: cur_node: = cur_node's left child; 28: else 29: cur_node: = cur_node's right child; 30: end if 31: end for 32: assign this cell to the bin associated to cur_node; 33: end for or y-directed order, so the lines 4-22 needs O(n log(pq)). For each cell, O(log(pq)) is needed to scan its path (bit sequence). Therefore, the total time complexity of Algorithm 5 is O((p + q)k + n log(pq)).
F. Cell Spreading Within Bins
After recursive bisection-based cell spreading, the information that which cell belongs to which bin is known. However, the concrete positions of cells in each bin are still undetermined. Here, similar with [14] , we use a scaling method [24] to handle with this issue. To calculate x-coordinates of the cells within a bin, these cells are sorted in ascending order according to their original x-coordinates before look-ahead legalization. Then, all these cells are put side by side in x-direction based on the above ordering. Since the total cell width may be longer than the width of bin, the x-coordinates of cells are scaled to make sure the centers of all the cells are between bin's left boundary and right boundary. Similarly, y-coordinates of the cells within a bin can be calculated. The details are presented in Algorithm 6. Sort all the density hotspots in descending order of density (the ratio of cell area and available area within hotspot). 4: for each density hotspot H do 5: In H, subtract the bins that have been covered by previous windows. 6: Find an expansion window F for H (see Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 6 Cell Spreading in a Bin
7:
Cell-to-bin assignment within F (see Algorithm 5). 
G. Complete Algorithm of Look-Ahead Legalization
Algorithm 7 combines all the above together. The input could be any uneven placement. Firstly, the density estimation of given placement is performed to update the loop-up table mentioned in Section III-D. Then, Algorithm 1 is applied to find all the density hotspots. Density hotspots are sequentially handled according to their density. For each hotspot H, Algorithm 2 is used to find its window, within which Algorithm 5 finishes the cell-to-bin assignment. Since some bins of hotspot H may have been already covered by previous windows and are not overflow any more, they are subtracted from H. Note that the cell distribution of placement is changed after applying Algorithm 5, so the look-up table should be updated by Algorithm 3. At the end, cells within each bin are simply spread out by Algorithm 6. To illustrate our look-ahead legalization, placement migration of circuit adaptec1 is shown in Fig. 10 , where both lower bound and upper bound placement are presented.
H. Force Modulation
After all the anchors of cells are determined, the linear system (3) is updated and solved again. Firstly, the B2B net model is refreshed based on anchor positions of cells. Then, for each movable cell, a two-pin pseudo net connecting it to its anchor is added into the spring system. The weight ρ of pseudo net is calculated according to (13) , where i means the ith iteration of density driven placement
It is a two-stage force modulation, where ε is a small value and β > α. At the early stage, ρ is small in order to avoid significant change of placement. While at the latter stage, ρ is increased more quickly to speedup the convergence. For ISPD 2005 and 2006 benchmark suites, the default value of ε, α, and β are respectively 1e-5, 1.05, and 1.15.
I. Handling With Movable Macros
To handle with movable macros, there are many existent methods such as [15] and [26] - [29] . We used a light-weight approach which can be easily integrated into Algorithm 7 as shown in Algorithm 8. The idea originates from [15] and [26] . Each movable macro is sliced into a set of equal-sized pieces. Similar with [15] , these sliced pieces share the same central position as the movable macro which they are from just before look-ahead legalization. Different from [26] , these sliced pieces are not connected by fake nets, so this approach does not touch matrix generation. In other words, exactly the same as standard cell, each movable macro is treated as an entity rather than a set of sliced pieces during matrix generation. The size of each piece is about the average size of standard cells. Since POLAR tries to maintain the relative positions of cells, most of the sliced pieces belonged to the same macro would be very close to each other. And the position of movable macro is the gravity center of its sliced pieces just after look-ahead legalization. Therefore, even few of its sliced pieces maybe a little far away from the majority of others, it has little impact on the final position of movable macro.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
POLAR is implemented in C++. The binaries of several modern academic placers such as NTUPlacer3 [8] , mPL6 [4] , FastPlace3 [12] , SimPL [14] , and ComPLx [15] are also obtained. However, MAPLE [16] is not available since it is a commercial tool. All results (excepts those of MAPLE) are generated in the same platform, which is a Linux PC with 16 GB of memory and Intel Core-i3 3.3 GHz CPU. Note that some academic placers such as SimPL and ComPLx have paralleled implementation, while some other do not. To make the comparison fair, we only allow to use one core for all placers. The ISPD 2005 benchmark suite [30] and ISPD 2006 benchmark suite [31] are used to verify the efficiency of POLAR.
A. Benchmark Characteristics
The characteristics of ISPD 2005 and 2006 benchmark suites are listed in Tables I and II. For the ISPD 2005 benchmark suite, the density target θ is set to 1, which means that the whitespace in each bin could be occupied by movable cells completely. However, for the ISPD 2006 benchmark suite, the density target of each benchmark is fixed by contest organizers. The range of number of cells (including both movable cells and fixed macros/pins) in those benchmarks is from 0.2 to 2.5 millions.
B. Comparison on ISPD 2005 Benchmark Suite
For the ISPD 2005 benchmark suite, the quality of placement is measured by wirelength. The experimental results are presented in Table III . On average, POLAR achieves the best quality (respectively improve the wirelength by 7.87%, 2.68%, 6.67%, 2.32%, 1.30%, and 0.14% compared with NTUPlacer3, mPL6, FastPlace3, SimPL, ComPLx, and MAPLE) and it is also very fast. Comparing with SimPL which is fastest one, POLAR improves the wirelengh by 2.32% at the cost of 
C. Comparison on ISPD 2006 Benchmark Suite
In the ISPD 2006 benchmark suite, the circuit newblue1 has several movable macros. The quality of placement is measured by scaled wirelength. The scaled wirelength is composed of two parts: 1) wirelength and 2) the penalty of overflow. The contest official script [31] is used to calculate the scaled wirelength, and the experimental results are presented in Tables IV and V 
D. Runtime Analysis
The runtime breakdown of POLAR is shown in Table VI . It is divided into three components: global placement, legalization and detailed placement. The runtime of global placement is further divided into three parts: 1) PCG; 2) look-ahead legalization (which includes hotspot detection, window enumeration, and recursive bisection-based cell spreading); and 3) others (e.g., B2B net model update, wirelength calculation, and I/O).
On average, global placement takes about 76% of total runtime, while legalization and detailed placement respectively take about 7% and 17% of total runtime. In global placement stage, PCG takes about 50% of total runtime, look-ahead legalization takes 14% (window enumeration uses 2% and recursive 
